Scott Winton: 25 years since

(Arthur Marcel)
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Shortly after midday on Friday 12 May 1989, at Tyagarah airfield just
north of Byron Bay on the north coast of NSW, Eric Scott Winton rolled
his much celebrated, record breaking ultralight aircraft, the Facet Opal,
out of its hangar for what would tragically be both his and the plane’s
final flight. Sunday was Mother’s Day and Scott was planning to fly to
Warnervale near Newcastle, about 300nm south for a family reunion.
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There would be a party for his grandmother’s 80 birthday.
Scott had turned 31 in March. His mother and father had split up when
he was eight or nine years old. There were five children in the Winton
family. Eldest sister Isla had by this stage moved to WA. Brother Dean
was older than Scott, then brother Murray, and youngest brother Glenn
was already overseas making a name for himself as a world champion
professional surfer. Scott’s mother had remarried some time after the
break up and the combined family, numbering eleven children, lived in
Noraville. The Winton kids got on well with their step family.

Scott’s father, Col Winton, had also remarried, and was living near the Gold Coast on
a houseboat. Scott had been spending quite a bit of time with him over the past
couple of months. The father/son relationship had not always been an harmonious
one. Both were involved in the design and manufacture of ultralight aircraft, but
working together had proven problematic. Col had several successful designs to his
credit, the most notable being the Grasshopper, which he had produced in a factory
in Manly NSW in the seventies. Other designs of his were the Cricket, the Sportsman
and the Gold Coaster. Col later wrote these words in Australian Ultralights, July 1999:
A few months passed and Scott and I spent some time talking about old times, avoiding any discussion on aircraft,
and I found a way we could talk together; by me holding my tongue. The person I knew before had changed and
he seemed so much more human and was so full of ambition. …. Requests to display the Facet Opal at different
shows left Scott showing his new aircraft, and he stayed with Mickie and me on our houseboat. We had a great
time together in those last couple of months, before his flight back home forever.
Scott had always shown a flare for hands-on innovative design. He had made his first surfboard at the age of eleven, not
a long one as was normal then but a shorter, more controllable one as is common now. A year later, he built a go-kart,
which performed well enough to have its use curtailed by the local police. As a young teenage boy, he worked after
school for a company called McKellar Engineering gaining experience with large machine tools, lathes, etc. During his
holidays, he worked for Mariner Cruisers gaining experience in the use of plywood and fibre-reinforced composite
construction techniques. At fourteen years of age, he built a 14ft racing skiff of his own design. That same year, long
before the era of the ubiquitous personal water craft, Scott built himself a jet ski. During those summer holidays he went
to Melbourne with Col to assist in the construction of a hydroplane that would eventually take out the Australian power
boat unlimited speed record. The boat, which was owned by Stan Jones, was powered by a 1600hp Rolls Royce Merlin
aircraft engine.
In 1974, at the age of 16, Scott left school and moved to Melbourne to work for Col, making GRP ski boats and
hydroplanes. He also put together his own motorcycle using a GZ frame and an Ossa motor. The following year, he
moved back to Mona Vale (where he had lived before his parents split up) to work for Sonata Yachts as an independent
contractor. In 1976, Scott again went to work with his father, who was now building Grasshopper ultralight aircraft in the
Manly Vale Winton Aircraft factory, but that arrangement lasted barely a year because they couldn’t agree on design
techniques.
About this time also, he took up hang gliding, soon designing and building his own wings. These had solid leading edges
and high aspect ratios, not heard of then but now the standard. Two years later, at the age of 19, with 500 hours on hang
gliders, he travelled to Tocumwal to train on conventional gliders, going solo after only two-and-a-half hours. In 1980, at
the age of 22, Scott took up motor bike racing at club level. Two years later, he was racing in open competition and came
second at the State Titles in the 125cc division. He was selected to ride with the Dave Burns Kawasaki Motor Cycle Trade
Racing Team.
But not everything in Scott’s life was fast and furious. He also had a passion for prospecting. His mentor was Sydney Hill:
I remember so well the first time I saw Scott, when I opened the door of our farmhouse in answer to a loud knocking,
to confront a rather scruffy looking young bloke who promptly piped up and said, “I’m Scott Winton. Are you Syd Hill?
…. I wonder if you would show me how to prospect for gold?” I later learnt that this was the way with Scott. He never
dilly dallied about, always spoke straight to the point he had in mind.

Syd was also interested in ultralight aircraft, and the idea for Scott’s first aircraft design was born around a campfire:
The gold now forgotten, we talked about different designs and by the time the fire died down Scott had outlined to me
a rough sketch on the hard ground of what he had in mind. OK, I said, I know just the name for the machine; call it the
Sapphire, it has to be a gem, and I’ll buy the first one for sale (which I did).
The Sapphire first flew in August 1982, quickly turning the Australian
ultralight world upside down. It both performed and looked better than
anything else on the market at that time. In 1983, Scott started Facet
Aircraft, building and selling Sapphires. The word “facet” refers to
polished surfaces. No doubt Scott had in mind other gems (like Opals).
He developed the Sapphire design as he produced them. Older brother
Dean joined the business at Doyalson (north of Gosford). As much a
GRP expert as Scott, Dean laid up eight Sapphires in his first year,
while Scott finished them in Sydney for ultimate sale. By the end of
1985, with the advent of ANO 95.25, 21 Sapphires had been built. The
Sapphire then became the first aircraft type on the 95.25 register.
About this time, Scott was commissioned to build a fully aerobatic
variant, the Ultrabat. Engineer Graeme Swanell assisted with the
design (under ANO 101.31). The plane sported a short but powerfully
flapped wing set mid-fuselage with the horizontal stabiliser raised to
meet the propwash. It flew like a little jet and handled beautifully. In
1988, it was demonstrated at
the Bicentennial Airshow. In the
early 1990s, George Markey
took it the US, thrilling crowds
with low level aerobatic
displays. Two more Ultrabats
were built in the US, but the
design was not successfully
commercialised.
In 1987, Scott decided to move on to his next project, the Opal, so he sold the rights to the Sapphire to Victorian, Don
Bowd. Don added a notable refinement, a stabilator centring system. A decade later, the business was sold to Steve
Dumesny, also a Victorian. Steve told me that, in all, 55 Sapphires were built. Dean Winton has suggested, however, that
this number may not include the twenty-one 95.10 aircraft. I am lucky enough to own Sapphire number 55.

After rolling the Opal into position, Scott set the throttle, switched on the ignition and went to the back of the aircraft. He
grasped one blade of the small propeller with both hands, and with a sharp flick the Rotax 447 two-stroke motor sprang
into life. He then walked quickly around the left wing tip, adjustied his ear muffs, took hold of the detachable canopy that
was resting on the grass beside the plane, and climbed into the steeply reclined Opal cockpit. He fitted the front of the
canopy under the combing and clipped it down flush at the back. After buckling up, he upped the rpm and slowly taxied
the aircraft out onto the Tyagarah strip, its wings wobbling along on the narrow tricycle undercarriage. A few minutes later,
the plane was quickly disappearing into the south on its way to Warnervale.
In 1982, Scott had married Jennifer Cunningham. They would eventually have two children, brothers Jason and Jamie.
Dean also married a girl called Jennifer. Scott had always had an excellent relationship with his older brother Dean. Not
long after the two had begun making Sapphires, they also became hooked on radio controlled model aircraft, thereby
helping to further their understanding of aerodynamics. Dean became especially fixated with flying wings, and Scott came
to realise that this style of aircraft could have great potential as an ultralight. The big advantage of a flying wing was low
weight and low drag. The key to controllable lift in Dean’s design was a rectangular non-pitching wing with a precisely
positioned line of thrust.

Scott asked Dean to make him a much larger model for further testing. Dean made
several planes, including one with a 2.5 metre span and 320mm chord, which flew
so perfectly it won a gold medal in open competition. After more experimentation,
Scott began construction of the Opal, but soon moved to Ballina, where he
completed it in a shed he shared with John Heard, a good mate of Howie Hughes
(Australian Lightwing). The plane was high tech from the outset. Foam sandwich
construction methods using vinyl ester resins meant high strength for low weight.
The plane was two-and-a-half times the size of Dean’s biggest model with a span of
6.6 metres. The bullet shaped pod was 3.2 metres in length. It had a narrow track
tricycle undercarriage with a simple but fully faired retraction mechanism.
The laminar flow wing used an advanced symmetrical NACA sub-sonic aerofoil section
making the Opal probably the lowest drag aircraft that has ever been constructed. The
plane was initially fitted with a Rotax 532 60hp two-stroke motor. This was downsized to a
50hp Rotax 503 for a short while, but it was quickly realised that a 40hp Rotax 447 would
provide more than adequate power, while extending range and endurance considerably.
The Opal was completed and first flown in early 1988. In all, Scott would invest about
$120,000 into the project; however, some of this would come from sponsors connected
with the record attempts. The outstanding potential of the Opal was quickly realised; a
potential that was basically a function of its high power to weight ratio and low drag
aerodynamics. To enhance the commercial viability of the project it was decided to make
attempts to break some existing aviation records. It is a matter of history that in early
March 1989 using RAAF airspace off Evans Head, Scott broke four of these records:
“Time to 3000
th
metres” (5 March,
st
Scott’s 31 birthday), “Time to 6000 metres”,
“Highest Altitude, Class C-1 a/0 (30,150ft)” and
“Highest Altitude, Class R-1 Microlight (30,000ft)”. It
was only deteriorating weather which precluded
further record attempts within the period specified
by the FAI. Scott’s team then refocussed on the
World Microlight non-stop distance record. In July
the preceding year, with Roger King at the controls,
the Opal had made an attempt, unsuccessful only
on technical grounds, setting an ‘unofficial’ record
of 1400km in the process. The new goal became a
trans-continental one, to fly across Australia east to
west, a distance of 3200km. Unfortunately, fate
would intervene and defeat them.
The Opal came in low and fast over the Lake Munmorah area from the north at about 4.10pm, flying through light drizzle
under a 1500ft overcast. Visibility was about 10km, the winds light and variable. The plane immediately entered a wide
left-hand orbit. Scott was alerting his relatives to his arrival. During this turn, the plane was seen by an untrained
observer to perform an unusual “dip” that was quickly corrected. The aircraft then headed south west towards Doyalson,
travelling at about 100kts, 300ft AGL. Approaching the Pacific Highway, it commenced a level turn to the left to parallel
the road and head south towards Warnervale, about 10km further on. The angle of bank was relatively shallow. Almost
immediately after entering the turn, however, the aircraft suffered a catastrophic failure of the main spar. The wings were
seen to “flap” several times, then separated completely from the fuselage pod. They fell to earth on the eastern side of the
highway. The aircraft’s trajectory carried the pod and engine 200 metres further on over the highway into the forest.
Shortly after, Scott’s body was found strapped into the plane’s smashed cockpit at the base of a tree trunk.
The accident was investigated by the Bureau of Safety Investigation (now ATSB), who concluded that an uncontrolled
pitch oscillation had overloaded the wing, thereby causing the observed “flapping”. This conclusion is probably incorrect
for the following reasons. Firstly, while it is true that the Opal was short coupled in pitch and very touchy to fly at speeds
over 100kts, it was not flying above 100kts at the time. Secondly, Dean conducted a detailed examination of the
wreckage before cutting out the fractured remains of the main spar centre section and sending them to BASI. He says
that the fracture in the main spar web originated at the hole Scott had drilled to fix his oxygen bottle in place during his
altitude record attempt. Furthermore, these fractured sections of spar showed clear evidence of being forced back
together after their initial separation. This means the failure of the spar began to occur before the flapping, not as a result
of it. Dean argues quite convincingly that the flapping was caused by contorted control linkages oscillating the plane’s
flaperons after the spar had fractured. As a consequence of the report, Dean travelled to Canberra for a face-to-face
meeting with the accident investigators. They said they agreed with his conclusions, promising to amend the report. To
date, this has not been done.
Like most prototype aircraft, the Opal had had a hard life. It had endured a couple of out-landings, several undercarriage
failures, engine changes and other modifications. As a purpose-built airframe built to prove a concept it was getting a

little weary. In retrospect, Scott probably made a big mistake in drilling into the spar web. Dean believes that the initial
failure actually occurred over Lake Munmorah when the Opal was observed to dip and recover.
A rare honour
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At the 83 General Conference of the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI), conducted in Budapest, Hungary in
1990, the Louis Blériot Medal for meritorious achievement in aviation was awarded posthumously to Eric Scott Winton.
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Scott was only the 46 person to receive this prestigious medal and the first (so far the only) Australian ever to have
received it. The award of this medal alone distinguishes Scott Winton as a great Australian.
The Opal today
After Scott’s death, Dean tried to keep the memory of the Opal alive by marketing radio-controlled models of the plane for
slope soaring. I know that these model aircraft started a trend because I clearly remember in the 1990s watching many of
them (not necessarily made by Dean but definitely copied) flying at the edge of Moreton Bay in the Brisbane suburb of
Sandgate. More professionally, though, Dean moved back into boat building and laid up hundreds of yacht hulls for
various companies, before eventually starting his own business manufacturing a bowling accessory for old bowlers who
could no longer bend their knees. This is what he is still doing, and has only just moved from the old Sapphire factory at
Doyalson to a workshop at his home. Over all these years, however, there has always been a place of honour in Dean’s
workshop for the remains of the Opal. He has many times returned to it, lovingly repairing it, until now the airframe is
complete and awaiting painting. Dean understands more than anyone the limitations of the original design, particularly in
enabling a variable geometry (airspeed dependent) pitch control input. He has strengthened the main spar and modified
other parts of the airframe. He sees a definite future for the Opal, perhaps as an extremely efficient electrically powered
aircraft. He is seeking sponsorship to help with completion of the project.
As I start to write this last paragraph, I am aware that in three days it will have been
twenty-five years since the death of Scott Winton. Much has happened in those twentyfive years to turn the basic ultralight aircraft of Scott’s day into the sophisticated
recreational aircraft of today. However, every time I strap myself into my beautiful
Sapphire I am also reminded of how so much of what Scott created has lived on.

Scott Winton (5/3/58 – 12/5/89)

